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IBPS CLERK MAINS GRAND TEST – ICM180107 

 
ANSWER KEY 

1. (3) 21. (2) 41. (1) 61. (1) 81. (5) 101. (5) 121. (3) 141. (4) 161. (4) 181. (1) 

2. (4) 22. (3) 42. (3) 62. (3) 82. (3) 102. (4) 122. (4) 142. (2) 162. (2) 182. (1) 

3. (5) 23. (2) 43. (4) 63. (5) 83. (4) 103. (2) 123. (2) 143. (2) 163. (3) 183. (2) 

4. (4) 24. (4) 44. (1) 64. (1) 84. (4) 104. (3) 124. (4) 144. (2) 164. (2) 184. (1) 

5. (2) 25. (3) 45. (2) 65. (3) 85. (3) 105. (5) 125. (1) 145. (4) 165. (5) 185. (2) 

6. (5) 26. (3) 46. (3) 66. (5) 86. (3) 106. (2) 126. (3) 146. (2) 166. (1) 186. (2) 

7. (2) 27. (4) 47. (5) 67. (4) 87. (5) 107. (1) 127. (4) 147. (3) 167. (3) 187. (1) 

8. (1) 28. (3) 48. (5) 68. (2) 88. (3) 108. (3) 128. (4) 148. (4) 168. (3) 188. (4) 

9. (2) 29. (5) 48. (3) 69. (3) 89. (4) 109. (1) 129. (4) 149. (1) 169. (4) 189.(2) 

10. (2) 30. (3) 50. (1) 70. (4) 90. (1) 110. (1) 130. (2) 150. (2) 170. (2) 190. (3) 

11. (4) 31. (3) 51. (2) 71. (1) 91. (2) 111. (4) 131. (3) 151. (1) 171. (1) 

12. (4) 32. (3) 52. (4) 72. (3) 92. (4) 112. (3) 132. (4) 152. (2) 172. (4) 

13. (4) 33. (2) 53. (1) 73. (3) 93. (4) 113. (4) 133. (4) 153. (1) 173. (3) 

14. (4) 34. (5) 54. (3) 74. (3) 94. (4) 114. (2) 134. (4) 154. (2) 174. (3) 

15. (4) 35. (2) 55. (2) 75. (3) 95. (2) 115. (1) 135. (5) 155. (1) 175. (4) 

16. (3) 36. (1) 56. (5) 76. (3) 96. (5) 116. (1) 136. (2) 156. (2) 176. (5) 

17. (5) 37. (1) 57. (2) 77. (2) 97. (2) 117. (1) 137. (4) 157. (3) 177. (2) 

18. (4) 38. (5) 58. (5) 78. (2) 98. (3) 118. (4) 138. (3) 158. (5) 178. (1) 

19. (3) 39. (2) 59. (2) 79. (4) 99. (3) 119. (4) 139. (1) 159. (3) 179. (4) 

20. (4) 40. (1) 60. (1) 80. (1) 100. (5) 120. (1) 140. (4) 160. (4) 180. (2)  
 

HINTS & SOLUTIONS 
 
51. (2)  Refer the first sentence of the fourth paragraph “There is 

now considerable evidence that Type B malnutrition is a 
major cause of chronic degenerative diseases.”  

52. (4)  Refer the last two sentences of the first paragraph “These 
have a long latency period before symptoms appear and a 
diagnosis  is  made.  It  follows  that  the  majority  of  
apparently healthy people are pre-ill.”  

53. (1)  Refer the last sentence of the second paragraph “Nutrition 
is the easiest of these to change, and the most versatile 
tool for affecting the metabolic changes needed to tilt the 
balance away from disease.”  

54. (3)  Refer the second last sentence of the passage “. The vast 
majority of people are consuming suboptimal amounts of 
most micronutrients, and most of the micronutrients 
concerned are very safe. “  

55. (2)  Subtle meaning so delicate or precise as to be difficult to 
analyse or describe. Hence it has same meaning as 
tenuous.  
Abject means experienced or present to the maximum 
degree.  
Adamant means impervious to pleas, persuasion, 
requests, reason.  

Emulate means strive to equal or match, especially by 
imitating.  

56. (5)  Invalidate means make or prove (an argument, statement, 
or theory) unsound or erroneous. Hence it has same 
meaning as refute.  
Servile means having or showing an excessive willingness 
to serve or please others.  
Equivocal means open to two or more interpretations.  
Hapless means unfortunate and deserving pity.  
Inane means devoid of intelligence.  

57. (2)  Inevitable means certain to happen; unavoidable. Hence it 
has opposite meaning as avertable.  
Alacrity means liveliness and eagerness.  
Amenable means disposed or willing to comply.  
Bereft means sorrowful through loss or deprivation.  
Callous means emotionally hardened.  

58-62. The correct sequence is AGBCEDFH  
58. (5)   59. (2)  
60. (1)   61. (1)   62. (3) 
63. (5)  The paragraph is all about the flood situation in Bihar 

during the 90 days of monsoon and the names given to 
different levels of the river water. The blank must be filled 
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by the sentence related to this situation of Bihar. We can 
easily point out that sentence (e) is in harmony with the 
paragraph talking about the water level standing still. All 
other sentences are irrelevant.  

64. (1)  The paragraph revolves around the theme of protest 
against the traffickers who grabbed the public attention. 
The sentence before the blank discusses about wildlife 
traffickers grabbing attention while sentence after the 
blank talks about the punishment assigned to them. Hence 
the blank must be filled by the sentence talking about the 
traffickers  activities.  Sentence  (a)  talks  about  the  
smuggling by trafficker gang and is making the paragraph 
complete and meaningful.  

65. (3)  The paragraph is about the boost in the business of whale 
watching in Oslob. The business of fisherman Marcelo has 
been described in the paragraph. The sentences above the 
blank is about the Fisherman that turned to guide has now 
better living standard. Hence the blank must be filled by 
the sentence discussing about the Marcelo’s improved life 
conditions. Sentence (c) is going correctly with the 
paragraph and hence is the right choice.  

66. (5) The paragraph is about the old access road that was once 
a sealed highway and then it was declared a national park 
and a contiguous forest. The sentences before the blank 
talks about the decommissioning of the road to wildlife 
while sentence after the blank talks about passing of the 
bullet train through the forest. Hence the blank must be 
filled by the sentence related to these statements. Going 
through the sentences, we can infer that sentence (e) goes 
correctly with the paragraph. Other sentences are 
irrelevant.  

67. (4)  The paragraph revolves around the theme of Kazakhstan’s 
economic development through oil and gas reserves and 
through coal. The sentence before the blank talks about 
the abundant quantities of anthracite and bituminous coal 
in Kazakhstan which is responsible for country’s economic 
development and hence the blank must be filled by the 
sentence related to coal promoting the development of 
Kazakhstan. Sentence (d) talks about the production of 
electricity by coal supporting the development of the 
country and making it a correct choice.  

68. (2)  Sentence (b) is incorrect. ‘he can’ should be used in place 
of ‘could’ as the sentence is in present tense.  

69. (3)  In sentence (c), the use of preposition ‘of’ is wrong as it is 
used before any cause, source or relation not before any 
object.  

70. (4)  In sentence (d), ‘so high’ will be used in place of ‘such 
higher’ as ‘so+ adjective (positive) + that’ is used.  
Ex. She is so bold that she can talk to anybody.  

71. (1)  Sentence (a) is incorrect as the use of ‘what’ is wrong 
here. ‘that’ should be used in place of ‘what’ as ‘that’ is 
used in the form of relative pronoun after ‘anything, 
nothing’.  
Ex. I can give you anything that you want.  

72. (3)  Sentence (c) is Incorrect. ‘their’ will be used in place of 
‘his’ before ‘common friend’ as the subject of the 
sentence is plural.  

73. (3)  Refer the second last sentence of the first paragraph “. He 
and Peyton West, a doctoral student who has been 
working with him in Tanzania, had never seen the Tsavo 
lions that live some 200 miles east of the Serengeti.”  

74. (3)  The statement “The Tsavo lion is considered to be less 
evolved than the Serengeti variety.” do not contribute to 
the popular image of Tsavo lions as savage creatures.  

75. (3)  Tsavo lions are believed to be extremely ferocious. So if 
they are made close to Pleistocene lions and if option (c) is 
true, then the fact of their ferocity would be negated.  

76. (3)  Refer the last part of the third paragraph “ The zoologist 
has been working in Tsavo off and on for four years. “I am 
so sick of this maneater business. Patterson made a 
helluva lot of money off that story, but Tsavo’s lions are no 
more likely to turn man-eater than lions from elsewhere.”  

77. (2)  Intriguing means arousing one's curiosity or interest; 
fascinating. Hence it has same meaning as enthralling. 
Circumvent means surround so as to force to give up. 
Cogent means powerfully persuasive. Debacle means a 
sudden and violent collapse. Denigrate means charge 
falsely or with malicious intent.  

78. (2)  Savagery means the quality of being fierce or cruel. Hence 
it has same meaning as viciousness. Cognizant means 
having or showing knowledge or understanding or 
realization.  
Concomitant means following or accompanying as a 
consequence.  
Disparate means fundamentally different or distinct in 
quality or kind.  
Duress means compulsory force or threat.  

79.  (4)   Ferocity  means savagely  fierce,  cruel,  or  violent.  Hence it  
has opposite meaning as tame.  
Covet means wish, long, or crave for.  
Ebullient means joyously unrestrained.  
Elicit means call forth, as an emotion, feeling, or response.  
Enervate means weaken mentally or morally.  

80. (1) Primitive means relating to, denoting, or preserving the 
character of an early stage in the evolutionary or historical 
development of something. Hence it has opposite 
meaning as neoteric.  
Evince means give expression to.  
Exigent means demanding immediate attention.  
Onerous means not easily borne; wearing.  
Paucity means an insufficient quantity or number.  

81. (5)  The theme of the sentences revolves around the 
amendments in Indian Constitution, which is the longest 
constitution in the world and indicated here as a living 
document. Going with this theme, we can conclude that 
sentences cbda form a coherent paragraph. Sentence (e) 
that talks about making 26 November as National Repeal 
Law Day, is not going correctly with the theme.  
Hence sentence (e) is the right choice.  

82. (3)  Sentences bead forms a coherent paragraph talking about 
the introduction of generic medicines, that are more 
affordable than the branded medicine whereas sentence 
(c) talks about the health care cost making it unrelated to 
the other sentences. Hence sentence (c) is the correct 
choice. 

83. (4)  As we go through the sentences, we can infer that 
sentences eabc form a coherent paragraph talking about 
the things to be taken into concern while taking bold 
economic and social reforms but sentence (d) is about 
what leaders and policy makers must do, which fails to 
connect with other sentences.  

84. (4)  Going through the sentences, we can infer that the 
sentences ceab form a coherent paragraph that discusses 
about the efforts to urbanize the cities that can make India 
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more competitive. Sentence (d) is about structural traits of 
city competitiveness making it unrelated to the other 
sentences. Hence sentence (d) is the correct choice.  

85. (3)  Sentences dabe form a coherent paragraph talking about 
appointment of a committee for overhauling the Indian 
tax and its use while sentence (c) talks about the problems 
with existing direct law making it different from the other 
sentences. Hence sentence (c) is the correct choice.  

86. (3)  Belittle and Magnify are opposite in meaning.  
Belittle means to dismiss (someone or something) as 
unimportant.  
Magnify means make (something) appear larger than it is, 
especially with a lens or microscope.  

87. (5)  Premeditation and Impromptu are opposite in meaning.  
Impromptu means done without being planned or 
rehearsed.  
Premeditation means to think out or plan (an action, 
especially a crime) beforehand.  

88. (3)  Genial means friendly and cheerful. Peevish means to 
having or showing an irritable disposition. Hence both are 
opposite in meaning.  

89. (4)  Forbid and permit are opposite in meaning.  
Forbid means to refuse to allow (something).  
Permit means to officially allow (someone) to do 
something.  

90. (1)  Handy and redundant are opposite in meaning.  
Handy means convenient to handle or use; useful.  
Redundant means not or no longer needed or useful; 
superfluous.  

91. (2)  

 

92. (4)  

 
93. (4)  

 
94. (4)  

 
95. (2)  

 
96-100. 

 

96. (5)    97. (2) 
98. (3)   99. (3)   100. (5) 
101-105. 

 
101. (5)    102. (4)  
103. (2)   104. (3)    105. (5)  
106. (2)  For accountability of plethora of bodies, an umbrella 

committee should be appointed with powers to regulate 
action of these bodies. Hence, only action II is the right 
course of action.  

107. (1)  Action I will help government to curb the mafia. Action II is 
not feasible. Hence, only action I is the right course of 
action.  

108. (3)   109. (1)   110. (1) 
111-115. Students let us understand the Logic behind this Question 

and lets understand how to solve it. As a first step lets first 
understand the logic behind the Output. If you will see the 
final output you will observe the following:  
(i) There are six numbers and six words in the input. The 
three numbers are arranged in the beginning and the 
remaining three numbers are arranged in the last.  
(ii) The First three numbers are arranged in ascending 
order from left to right with last three numbers are 
arranged in descending order from right to left.  
(iii) After that the six words are arranged in alphabetical 
order in the middle.  
Now lets take the arrangement given in the Question  
Input: 66 health soft 11 beer 83 ice 49 African 77 cute 33   
Step I: 11 66 health soft beer ice 49 African 77 cute 33 83  
Step II: 11 33 66 health soft beer ice 49 African cute 77 83  
Step III: 11 33 49 health soft beer ice African cute 66 77 83  
Step IV:  11 33 49 African health soft  beer  ice  cute 66 77 
83  
Step V: 11 33 49 African beer health soft ice cute 66 77 83  
Step VI:  11 33 49 African beer  cute health soft  ice  66 77 
83  
Step VII: 11 33 49 African beer cute health ice soft 66 77 
83  

 ‘Step VII’ is the final step of this input.  
111. (4)  Seven steps are needed to complete the arrangement.  
112. (3)  It is ‘step V’.  
113. (4)  ‘Step I’ is the ‘11 66 health soft beer ice 49 African 77 cute 

33 83’  
114. (2)  ‘11 33 49 African beer cute health ice soft 66 77 83’ is the 

final arrangement.  
115. (1)  In step IV ‘11 33 49 African health soft beer ice cute 66 77 

83’  
7th position from the right is the ‘soft’  

116. (1)  Clearly, mechanization would speed up the work and 
increase the production. So, argument I is strong enough. 
Argument II is vague because mechanization will only 
eliminate wasteful employment, not create 
unemployment.  
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117. (1)  Learning martial arts is necessary for girls for self-defence. 

So, argument I is strong argument. However, argument II 
is vague since a training in these arts has nothing to do 
with their feminine grace  

118. (4)   119. (4)   120. (1) 
121-125. 

 
121. (3)    122. (4) 
123. (2)    124. (4)    125. (1) 
126. (3)  Here if II does not work I will give Indian agriculture a 

protection to compete with the international companies.  
127. (4)  Both I and II are not valid courses of action because they 

won’t benefit the team or our objectives.  
128. (4)  

 
129. (4)  

 
130. (2) 
131-135. 

 
131. (3)    132. (4) 
133. (4)   134. (4)   135. (5) 
136-140. 

 
136. (2)    137. (4) 
138. (3)   139. (1)   140. (4) 
141. (4)  

 

142. (2)  

 

 

  

   
143. (2)  

 

 

144. (2)  
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145. (4)  

 
146. (2)  

 
147. (3)  

 

  
148. (4)  

 
149. (1)  

 

150. (2)  

 
151. (1)  

 

 

   
152. (2)  

 
153. (1)  

 
154. (2)  

 
155. (1)  
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156. (2)  

 
157. (3) 

 

   
158. (5)  

 
159. (3)  

 
160. (4)  

 

161. (4)  

 
162. (2)  

 
163. (3)  

 
164. (2)  

 
165. (5)  
166. (1)  

 
167. (3)  

 
168. (3)  

 
169. (4)  

 

 

170. (2)  
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171. (1)  

 
172. (4)  

 
173. (3)  

 
174. (3)  

 
175. (4)  

 

  
176. (5)  Pattern is, 

  
177. (2)  Pattern is, 

  
178. (1)  Pattern is, 
   
179. (4)  Pattern is, 
 

  
180. (2) Pattern is, 

   

181. (1)  

 
182. (1)  

 
183. (2)  

 
184. (1)  

 
185. (2)  

 
186. (2)  
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187. (1)  

 
188. (4)  

 
189.(2)  

 
190. (3)  

 
 


